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At the end of May 2019, we published an article titled 'Mysterious, frightening and scary', wherein 
unexplained processes in Billy's computer were reported, which have made his work difficult for many 
years and which even the professionals around Yanarara and Zafenatpaneach were helpless to deal 
with.
After the May 2019 article was published, the more than 347 proven and highly qualified professionals,
recruited not only from Pleiars but also from Sonans, working closely with Yanarara and 
Zafenatpaneach, found a way to provide Billy with at least temporary peace and relief from his 
computer work. However, the joy was unfortunately short-lived, as it was not a month after new and 
working protections were installed before they were once again bypassed and third party intrusions 
began to reappear. Initially, these were 'only' incidents where, for example, Billy could no longer access
folder contents, folders disappeared, or entire folders and their contents were jumbled as if a hurricane 
had swept through Billy's computer. These problems could be fixed by core group members who are 
located in the center or nearby or by Billy himself in painstaking hours and days of work, which often 
took not only whole days but also whole nights. Since everything Billy writes is regularly saved 
automatically and in short intervals on our central server, it would actually be obvious to reconstruct 
everything again from the backup, but this was only possible in the rarest of cases, because the same 
chaos was caused on Billy's backup as on his computer. 
Already a little later, however, a further aggravation of the problems occurred, in that again errors 
appeared in the contact reports or in texts on the creation energy teaching, which were such that parts of
sentences were changed or shifted in the text, whole or also only partial paragraphs unchanged or also 
word or sentence-wise falsified at different places in the contact report or in the text written by Billy 
appeared twice or several times, so that the correctors, who control the texts in each case before the 
publication for writing and typing errors, had to watch like the shooting dogs, in order to track down all
inconsistencies. (These kinds of interventions were the same as those described in the article mentioned
at the beginning of this article, which were documented with screenshots). However, it was also 
common for entire paragraphs to simply be missing, or for sentences to be started correctly and then 
simply changed at some point in the sentence, so that the statement was distorted or, at worst, even 
contrary to what had been said during the contact interviews or what Billy had originally written. These
changes could affect individual words or whole parts of sentences or even whole paragraphs, and 
sometimes only a few words of the original sentence remained, while everything else was changed and 
distorted.
These whole text changes, which came about by interferences from unknown third side, were 
extremely laborious and lengthy to correct, because Billy had to check each time the whole text word 
for word and call up partly again, in order to bring everything again into the original correct form. The 
whole foreign influences led then to the fact that Billy did not put the again called up contact reports 
and other creation energy teaching referred texts for the pre-correction any more into the usual folders 
on the FIGU server, but used other folders with misleading designations for it, which led then also 
again for a short while to a decrease of the foreign manipulations. After a while, when the changes 
became more frequent again, we noticed that the falsifications mostly occurred when saving to the 
server, because the documents in Billy's computer were usually correct, but saved falsified on the 
server. As a result, he started to load the new documents onto a data stick for pre-correction, which also
led to an improvement of the situation for a while, but this time, as before, the joy did not last very 
long, because very soon the interferences were to increase to an extent that was simply unimaginable 
for us before and that now makes it almost impossible for Billy to work on the computer. The latest 



nastiness is such that for some time now the changes have been occurring directly while he is writing, 
that is, while he is typing a word or a sentence into the computer. This means that Billy has to go 
through each line word by word when he has written it, because incorrect letters, numbers and other 
characters appear in the words he writes even as he types them. This is not simply a matter of a few 
incorrect entries, but the words and sentences are effectively rendered unrecognizable, as the excerpt 
below from the most recent, the 763rd Contact Report, shows when Billy demonstrated to Florena what
happens as soon as he hits the keys:

Billy ... You know, sometimes I could effectively go crazy, because everything that happens to me in 
my work is more than a normal person can bear, if I don't ..., but never mind. And now there's also this 
thing with the contact reports, that they are suddenly listed in the wrong order and show wrong time 
details, which we had to correct and rectify together again in the last few days. And now there is also 
the issue with these two contact reports, which again are not correct with the dates and times.

Florena Another person would not continue to do their job. Yanarara and also Zafenatpaneach told me 
what happens when you work, that your writing is maliciously disturbed by some forces in such a way 
that every word you write is interspersed with numbers and other letters and becomes completely 
unrecognizable. It would result, they explained to me, that consequently you would have to correct 
everything again letter by letter, as both of them themselves found out when they watched you writing 
and could also see that you typed everything normally and correctly into the writing keyboard, but then 
something became visible on the screen which you had not written.

Billy True, this was also seen by various core group members who stood next to or behind me and 
watched how and what I wrote, but then virtually every word was interspersed with other letters and 
numbers. If you want, you can see for yourself how and what happens when I write, which I then have 
to painstakingly correct, which is why it takes me so much time when, for example, I retrieve and write
down a contact report or do some other writing task. It's just that I have to correct practically every 
word and therefore spend endless time to then make the whole thing readable through the corrections.

Florena Yes, I'd like to see that.

Billy Good, then please stand here next to me and look closely at my hand when I write now ...
Good, then I'll write now:

Hohl den exng ekl meiener Seeedlex du, geliexbzverxs aTVArcampersl,triestrf dxe, and f a<zugern 
hbsa<sdt dxu waijers bJKsam esolesn it andx dxerijn it aA<auzhg eghbn lrexuchtfen. Wyijrd esijnbes 
a<kmlztfesv sturdm l,atestrnerd.-.

That would be it now, and what I have written now, I leave it in the computer like that, consequently I 
will not correct it then, but then insert it in the report like that when I call up our conversation today.

Florena ... ... That ... that is not possible, because I have seen myself how you have typed only one 
letter with the index finger completely correctly throughout. I really can't understand that now.

Billy Exactly, and this goes in such a way now already for years, however ever more badly, and indeed 
apart from various other strange occurrences, as also different core group members could observe, like 
e.g. Patric and others, like e.g. lately also again house Michael, who observed me sitting on the sofa 
and saw, how over or behind my left ear a 2-franken-piece materialized and then on the table fell. I 
picked up the coin and handed it to Michael, who noted the year, 1996, after which I took it back and 



put it in the breast pocket of my shirt, which did me no good, because after seconds my left side of the 
chest began to hurt tremendously. So I took the coin out again, and then my hand cramped up for 
maybe 15 or 20 seconds, with the coin bending severely in the way it used to when I foolishly allowed 
myself to do this consciously through my consciousness power.

Florena Yes, this is what Yanarara and Zafenatpaneach also told me, with Yanarara saying that she 
would despair if she were in your place, because she could not go through and cope with what was 
occurring with you.

Billy That's what she told me, but I can't afford to get carried away, because I have my work to do 
either way. It is only good that in these strange occurrences there were also always people who could 
witness what happens with me and in my work again and again, consequently they can testify 
everything. But it will still be that certain people would declare me crazy if I told them.

Florena What would probably be like that. ... 

Billy Not again, please, 

Florena Well, you don't want to talk about it, so be it. But now I'm interested in what you wrote earlier,
which is completely illegible.

Billy It is an ancient saying that I still heard from my mother and remembered. Then I have to write it 
again and correct it. Look at my finger again:

"Fetch the angel of my soul, you beloved oaf. Eyes you have like camels, and your beauty shines from 
afar, like an old storm lantern."

This is the wording of the corpus delicti, and I have to correct it now, as you can see, otherwise it can't 
be deciphered.

Florena Unbelievable, if I didn't see it with my own eyes ... Billy Exactly, that's why ..., well, pointless 
but you said …

All these wrong entries, which occurred in the demonstration text and which also occur in all other 
texts, Billy then has to delete again. However, deleting and saving the corrected version often simply 
does not work, but the deleted wrong letters, numbers and characters reappear in the written text as if 
by magic, although Billy removed them from the text fractions of a second before and saved the 
correction immediately. This completely inexplicable process - which is not due to problems with the 
keyboard, because it has been replaced 3 times in the meantime - was not only observed live by Ptaah, 
Florena, Enjana, Yanarara, Zafenatpaneach and other Pleiadian visitors of Billy, but also by KG 
members who were in Billy's office when he was typing texts into his computer, such as. e.g. by 
Michael Voigtländer, who was several times eyewitness of these incidents, because he always helps 
Billy with certain computer problems, or by Madeleine Brügger, who often serves Billy a coffee in the 
office in the evening or at night, so that he does not have to interrupt his work. All these interventions 
are so nerve-rackingly tedious, annoying and energy-sapping, as well as time-consuming, that it took 
Billy a whole 2 months to retrieve and write down the contact report of November 15, 2020, before he 
could submit it for pre-correction and proofreading.
It should also be noted that for years, every contact report, before it goes into pre-correction, has been 
checked word for word by Ptaah and Billy together for its correctness and both of them make sure that 



it is also complete and that nothing has been forgotten. What the two did not check separately or 
explicitly so far, however, is the contact report number, the date and the time of the contact reports, 
because Billy usually writes down these data directly after the visit of Ptaah or someone else of his 
Plejarian friends and female friends. Up to the 752nd contact report these dates were usually correct 
and had to be corrected only if Billy was mistaken about the day of the week or the date, which 
happened only rarely.
After the publication of the 762nd contact report on November 15, 2020, an attentive passive member 
wrote me the following mail:

Hello Bernadette,
In the PDF file for the 762nd contact, the date is Monday, November 15, 2020. November 15, 2020 
was a Sunday. Furthermore, the official 760th and the 761st contact already took place in December.
Obviously a clerical error.

Of course, I immediately contacted Billy, because not only the day of the week was wrong, but 
obviously also the contact report number. Billy, for his part, then asked Florena to check the date and 
time on all recent contact reports, which she promptly did and gave him the correct dates. The surprise 
was not small when we found out that up to the 752nd contact report not only most of the dates, but 
also the times and starting from the contact of November 15, 2020 also the contact report numbers were
wrong. With the help of the correct information from Florena, the incorrect data was quickly changed 
and in the meantime, we have also relaunched the contact reports that were published on the web with 
the correct data. More unpleasant is the fact that we had to adapt the Corona documents from the 
number 032 and change their numbering, so that the chronology of the information of Ptaah is 
preserved and is correct.

The mess that has been created in this case and the mis-numbered and mis-dated reports and Corona 
documents that have been posted on our website is only a small and minor part of the inconvenience 
that has come about due to outside influences and interference. The biggest damage is the time Billy 
loses due to the malicious influences because he has to fritter it away with totally unnecessary, tedious 
and grueling corrections instead of being able to work on his projects and on his new book, which is 
due to these patience-sapping, nerve-wracking, The cause and origin of these processes could not be 
determined so far also by Yanarara, Zafenatpaneach and their crew of 347 specialists and consequently 
also not or only partly be repaired, which drives also these consciousness-highly developed humans 
slowly but surely to the despair.

All witnesses and all those who are and were directly or indirectly confronted with these events are of 
the opinion that they would have long since despaired or thrown their computers out of the window and
given up, if such things would happen to them as Billy has to endure and fight against every day and 
has done so with unshakable patience so far. It is therefore not surprising that his patience is wearing 
thin, because today he announced that he had told Ptaah that under the given circumstances he would 
not call up any more contact reports for the time being, which is not only a great pity, but also means a 
great damage for those who follow the contact reports and the Corona recommendations of Ptaah 
attentively and with interest and learn a lot from them and profit from them for their lives and their 
safety.

It should perhaps be added that all texts of a private nature, such as personal letters, etc., which Billy 
writes, remain unaffected by these interventions and that neither errors, nor incorrect letters or 
characters are inserted there and these remain completely untouched. The described devastating 
troubles and annoyances occur exclusively only with the contact reports, with corona information as 



well as with creation energy teaching related texts, what makes the whole story even more mysterious 
and inexplicable as well as unbearable.

Link to German Original:
https://www.figu.org/ch/files/downloads/aktuelles/figu_steigerung.pdf


